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WELCOME
I’m excited and honoured to be
organising one of the first conferences
in the UK dedicated entirely to
Emotional Intelligence.
My company, The Projects Studio,
is a specialist event and project
management consultancy based in
Newcastle. We were introduced to
our partner sponsor Six Seconds last
year, through their Regional Network
Director, Katharine Roff. This initial
conversation led naturally (and quickly!)
to our collaborating on a fresh challenge
– to organise a focussed EQ conference
which would stand apart from other
business events and attract a high
calibre audience to connect and
learn from each other.
Jump forward a few months and here
we are at EQ Connects. A first of its kind,
immersive conference focusing on the
benefits that developing EQ can bring
to individuals and their organisations.
 orking closely with Six Seconds and
W
our other event sponsors (Gold Sponsors
Ei. Company and Genos International,
Silver Sponsor Ei4Change and Associate
Sponsor CXY), we are delighted to
have engaged and attracted many
globally renowned thought leaders and
practitioners – from the UK and several

international markets. I’m sure they
will provide you with the best quality of
relevant and practical training which
you and your company can implement
to drive future success.
Our event is CPD Certified so we will
be sending out attendance certificates
following today’s conference to all
delegates who have participated and
been part of the day.
We value your feedback so
please share your views using our
event questionnaire or email me
lyndsey@projects-studio.co.uk
If you’re posting on social media
please use #eqconnects2019
Enjoy the conference and I hope
to see you again soon at a future
EQ Connects event!

LYNDSEY MORRISON
The Projects Studio
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DOWNLOAD THE APP
THE EVENT APP IS AVAILABLE NOW!
Download the EQ Connects 2019 app on the App Store or in Google Play

•

Access the agenda for the event

•

Explore the profiles of all the exhibitors and speakers

•

Receive alerts throughout the day

•

Quick and easy access to useful information such as parking and transport

DOWNLOAD IN 3 SIMPLE STEPS:
1. Search “the event app by eventsAIR” in the App Store or in Google Play
2. Download the app
3. Enter the unique event code
4. Your unique username and password will have been sent by email.
(You can also get this at event reception).

Unique Event Code:

eq2019
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thecxyway.com

we look at things
differently...

Delivering an experience that emotionally
connects the customer to the promise,
will reinforce your relationships with your
customers and drive higher revenues.

AGENDA
Tuesday 15th October

// CONFERENCE
8.00AM - 9:00AM
WELL-BEING BREAKFAST - A MINDFULNESS EXPERIENCE
8.00AM - 8.45AM
Downstairs – Room 6

PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU MUST HAVE
PRE-BOOKED YOUR PLACE

Patrick
Christopher Ehler
Search Inside Yourself
Leadership Institute

“Born at Google, based on neuroscience”
Mindfulness and emotional intelligence are key
capabilities that anyone can learn and develop.
The SIY Program has been originally developed at
Google, all future skills are based on neuroscience.
This relaxed yet invigorating breakfast session
uses mindfulness and neuroscience to give insights
to some essential emotional intelligence skills
necessary for leadership.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
8.00am - 9:00am
Registration for EQ
Connects opens:

Make sure you arrive in plenty time to refresh and
connect with the other visitors who are all here to
learn and develop their EQ.
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KEYNOTES: 9.00AM - 10:30AM
Main Conference Room

WELCOME TO EQ CONNECTS
9.00AM - 9.10AM
Charlie Charlton
BBC

A very warm welcome to all of our guests who are
joining us from right here in the North East and
from further afield.
Charlie Charlton (BBC Journalist and Presenter)
will say a few words of welcome and will have
the enviable role of chairing the EQ Connects
conference and welcoming our line up of
inspirational keynotes.

COMPLEXITY & CONNECTION
A LEADER WORTH FOLLOWING: CONNECTION BEYOND SELF
9.20AM - 10.00AM
Joshua Freedman
CEO, Six Seconds

In today’s context of complexity and change at
work and in the world, people are looking for people
worth following. Our children, our family, our friends,
colleagues and mangers want to be able to do the
right thing, in the right way, for the right reasons.
How do you inspire that followship?
Exceptional leaders have a secret ingredient that
inspires world-class performance: “lead on purpose”
putting their compelling vision into action every
day. In this session Joshua Freedman will open the
door to discussion about how we go beyond self and
use emotional intelligence to drive intentional and
purposeful results. Together we’ll gain insight in to
how exceptional leaders can show up authentically,
with full integrity, and purpose - everyday. The result is
a family, a team or organisation on fire with purpose
and positive energy – abundant with trust. Imagine
what it’s like to live and work in that?
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A 21ST CENTURY EDUCATION:
POSITIVE EDUCATION AND MENTAL WELLBEING
10.00AM - 10.30AM
Gilda Scarfe
Positive Action UK

“ Emotional intelligence” and “positive psychology”
have become very visible and important areas
within the psychology field and research shows
that teaching emotional intelligence and
applying positive psychology coaching in schools
& oragniastion improves learning and mental
wellbeing as well as increasing engagement
and motivation. Infusing positive education and
emotional intelligence into teaching and training
sets up a system-wide mechanism through
teacher coaching, teacher practice and teacher
effectiveness that has the potential to raise
emotional capacity, resilience and wellbeing
in all students.

BREAK: 10.30AM - 11.00AM
BREAK & EXHIBITION
10.30am - 11.00am

 eflect: Grab yourself a coffee and reflect on the
R
learning from the morning. Discuss your thoughts
with other visitors, chat with the exhibitors, or just
have a bit of quiet time in our reading corner.
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11.00AM - 11:45AM

THE FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP
AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Choose one of 3 workshops

11.00AM - 11.45AM
Main Conference
Room

BREAK: 11.45AM - 12.00PM

Gary Hosey
Ei.Company
 or managers and leaders in
F
the current corporate climate,
successful personal and professional
emotional intelligence is vital.
Science-based research into
emotional intelligence (Ei) has
shown it plays a fundamental role
in higher productivity, performance
and job satisfaction.
 ere’s just some of what you’ll learn
H
in this workshop:

•

Gain 5 key insights for a
transformational leadership
approach, using our unique
EQ Radars for meaningful
communication that builds trust
and great relationships

•

How to engage a more strategic
focus and move away from the
trap of an ‘over-demanding’
operational environment of
continuous and urgent firefighting

•

Understand about managing
emotional information (feeling,
mood and emotion) for yourself
and others, enabling more
valuable and higher
performance relationships
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WHO CAN'T COPE? - CHALLENGING

BEHAVIOUR IN THE CLASSROOM

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
AND TEAM EFFECTIVENESS

11.00AM - 11.45AM
Downstairs Room 2

11.00AM - 11.45AM
Downstairs Room 6

Ruth Whiteside
Coaching Solutions
for Schools
How can we best meet the needs of
troubled, sad or distressed pupils?
How do we ensure that we are
building safe and happy learning
environments for the child with
additional needs?
The fundamental skills of EQ
support strategies to help pupils
make decisions, communicate and
collaborate, and solve problems
creatively. Giving pupils choices
about what they think, feel and do
is key to building resilience and a
sense of self.
Ruth will look at how developing
greater emotional intelligence in the
classroom will:

•
•
•

Improve relationships

•

Develop resilience

Allow greater autonomy
Reduce instances of
challenging behaviour

Marina Lumley
The EQ Practice
Marina's passion & expertise in
behavioural change inspires
individuals, teams and organisations
to get curious, get to the heart
of the matter, & DO something.
Getting to the nub of what
individuals, including managers and
leaders need to focus on to create a
step-change.
In this insightful session, Marina will
share the research findings from a
recent project that she undertook
to assess the impact of team
effectiveness by coaching teams on
their emotional intelligence:

•

 framework for coaching teams
A
on their emotional intelligence

•

How to measure the impact
of the work

•

Hypothesis on what drives
team performance

•

Results and take-aways from
the research

•

What’s next for team coaching
and emotional intelligence –
thought starters
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12.00PM - 12:45PM
Choose one of 3 workshops

DIVERSITY @ SEA:
MAXIMISING PERFORMANCE
& ACHIEVING SUCCESS
12.00PM - 12.45PM
Downstairs Room 2
Lara Williams
Momentum4

•

How does not having the
right people on the boat….
rock the boat?

•

When the waters are rough,
what strengths do you bring to
the team?

•

How do you achieve your
goals, when your mind says
it’s too tough?

Using her real-life metaphor of
‘Rowing Across the Med’, Lara will
bring to life just how important EQ
is in anything we do. When pushed
to the extreme and complexity is
thrown in, how do we then best
use it for maximum performance,
maintaining equilibrium while
achieving success?
As a mother of two daughters, Lara
has a vested interest in gender
equality, fairness and inclusion in
the workplace. She will link her
stories of challenge and diversity to
her research paper on ‘Women in
Leadership’. Where the frustrations
and some solutions will be
addressed. She believes that with a
balanced, diverse leadership team,
businesses will be more successful.
Emotional Intelligence in a Complex World

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

FOR MILE A MINUTE MANAGERS

CREATIVITY: THE BRAIN,
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
& INTUITION

12.00PM - 12.45PM
Downstairs Room 6

12.00PM - 12.45PM
Main Conference
Room

Katharine Roff
& Ilaria Boffa
Six Seconds Europe

How do you use emotional
intelligence when the going
gets tough?
In this interactive session, you
will experience first hand how
busy people can prioritise and
implement emotional intelligence
to get results. Discover how to
engage others emotionally and
start simple strategies for practising
EQ on a daily basis.
Learn about the competencies of
emotional intelligence and how
to use them in work and home
situations. We’ll explore how EQ
can reduce anxiety, stress and
fatigue and increase compassion,
connection and optimism.
Katharine and Ilaria are part of
the Six Seconds team in Europe
supporting individuals, companies
and schools to implement EQ.

Robin Hills
Ei4Change
Intuition allows us to unconsciously
know that a decision is right without
knowing why and without processing
the information. Our emotional
intelligence helps us to combine our
intuition with our feelings to make
authentic decisions.
Creativity at work is going to be one of
the most important and in-demand
skills in the next 5 years. Applying
intuition to creativity will develop
decision making and increase
productivity to benefit individuals,
teams and organisations.
This interactive session will give you
an understanding of how to develop
learning and creativity through
practical strategies and tools that bring
intuition, emotional intelligence and
neuroscience to life.
Learning Objectives:

•

Explore the neurobiology of intuition
and creativity

•

Review how emotions can be used
to increase creative output

•

Apply experiential learning
techniques to engage others using
intuition and creativity
Agenda – 13

LUNCH: 12.45PM - 1.45PM
Enjoy a healthy lunch and engage with others. A chance to listen and
learn from some fantastic businesses and get some great insights into the
applications of Emotional Intelligence.

LUNCH & LEARN: IMPROVING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE - SAGE’S STORY
1.00PM - 1.20PM
Main Conference Room
John Patterson
SAGE
Kate Cooper-Fay
CXY

Hear from John Patterson, Sage and
Kate Cooper-Fay, CXY about their journey to
improve customer experience and the role that
emotions play.

LUNCH & LEARN: A CULTURE OF KINDNESS
1.20PM – 1:40PM
Main Conference Room
Nahla Summers
Nahla Summers
Coaching

 his talk is one to inspire you. Nahla Summers
T
spent 15 years in the corporate world until in just
a moment her life circumstances changed and
she had to make a decision whether to thrive or
survive. She chose to thrive and in the process
discovered that kindness has the power to save
peoples lives. She has travelled the world in the
search for kindness and its power. She cycled 3000
miles across America and walked 500 miles all in
the name of kindness. Being awarded the Point of
Light award by the Prime Minister for ‘transforming
the concept of sponsorship’. In her talk you get to
hear how Emotional Intelligence shaped who she is
today and how her “Culture of Kindness” theory is
set to shape the future of our workplaces.
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KEYNOTES: 1.45PM - 3.00PM
Main Conference Room

ACTING ON EQ: AN INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT JAMES-COLLIER
(STAR OF DOWNTON ABBEY, ITV) & ROSS GRANT
1.45PM - 2.15PM
Robert James-Collier
Actor (Star of Downton
Abbey, ITV)

Great acting is all about Emotional Intelligence
- Understanding characters and building strong,
moving, impactful relationships.
 strong, nuanced performance takes more than
A
simply feeling. It requires the ability to interpret not
only how the character thinks, feels and acts, but
how they interact with those around them and how
they navigate the character’s various relationships.
An insightful discussion between actors Robert
James-Collier and Ross Grant that will explore how
actors use EQ as the tool of their trade and how this
can be applied to everyone in every day life, both at
home and at work.

USING EMOTIONAL WISDOM IN COACHING
2.15PM - 3.00PM
Marilynn Jorgensen MCC
Master Trainer/ICF Coach

Exploring the World With Presence...how to orient
SELF with EQ
With a personal story I will guide you through the
stages of orienting SELF to the “maps and guides”
that we all have within.

•

What do we KNOW about ourselves that inform
our steps, our missteps and our patterns?

•

How do we CHOOSE with intention in order to
fuel the journey ahead?

•

Why is this important in order to fully GIVE of
ourselves and care for others?

Join me as we wander together and seek the
awareness of a presence filled adventure.
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3.10PM - 3.55PM
Choose one of 3 workshops

THE IMPORTANCE OF POSITIVE
PSYCHOLOGY INTERVENTION AS
A WHOLE SCHOOL CLIMATE
3.10PM - 3.55PM
Downstairs Room 2
Gilda Scarfe
Positive Action UK
Wellbeing and mental toughness
are vital to developing effective
problem-solving skills, building
and maintaining successful
interpersonal relationships and
realistic goal setting, all of which
greatly enhance an individual’s
ability to perform and contribute
meaningfully in daily life. In the face
of an increasingly volatile, uncertain
complex and ambiguous world,
education can make the difference
as to whether young people
embrace the challenges they are
confronted or whether they are
defeated by them.
Positive psychology and
neuroscience research shows what
many teachers have anecdotally
known for a long time-learning
is deeply affected by wellbeing.
Positive education brings together
the science of positive psychology
with pedagogy to encourage
and support young people and
communities to flourish.
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BLENDING AI & HUMAN
INTELLIGENCE TO
SUPER-CHARGE COACHING

EXAMPLES OF HOW LEADING
COMPANIES ARE USING EQ TO
ENHANCE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

3.10PM - 3.55PM
Downstairs Room 6

3.10PM - 3.55PM
Main Conference
Room

Maria Olsson
Six Seconds

Hitachi Rail &
BAE Systems

 aria is an accredited ACC/ICF
M
Coach, certified Systemic Business
Coach, NeuroLeadership Coach,
certified EQ Coach and
EQ Practitioner.
 ey outcomes from this
K
talk include:

•

Participants will understand the
essential part of EQ in coaching

•

Recognise the value and
use of Artificial Intelligence
in diagnostic reports to aid
meaningful transformation

•

Practice to de-brief the Neural
Net report (six seconds suite
of tools)

•

Identify a variety of ways in which
to use of AI + Human Intelligence
in coaching.

Facilitated by Ei.Company
In this session we will share
2 real business cases for
developing leaders using
emotional intelligence.
Hitachi Rail UK - using EQ-i 2.0
assessment as part of leadership
and management recruitment.
We have assessed over 120+ leaders
and managers for Hitachi Rail UK
over the last 4 years, aligning their
business values with emotional
intelligence behaviour. You will see
the how we mapped behaviours
and competencies to organisational
values bringing significant and
ongoing results. You will learn
how you can apply these principles
to your own organisational values
and behaviours.
BAE Systems - hear the story from
a senior leader within BAE Systems,
who went through a personal
leadership coaching programme
and hear first hand the positive
impact and enhancement this
brought to his leadership style
and approach.
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BREAK: 3.55PM - 4.10PM
BREAK & EXHIBITION
3.55pm - 4.10pm

 eflect: Grab yourself a coffee and reflect on the
R
learning from the day so far. Discuss your thoughts
with other visitors, chat with the exhibitors, or just
have a bit of quiet time in our reading corner.

KEYNOTES: 4.10PM - 5.30PM
Main Conference Room

EMOTIONAL CAPITALISTS - EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE FOR
LEADING IN THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
4.10PM - 4.50PM
Martyn Newman
Founder, RocheMartin

As a Clinical and Corporate Psychologist, Martyn
Newman argues that just as positive psychology
revitalised our understanding of mental health
by redefining the discipline as fostering human
potential rather than simply treating mental
illness, so too we need to rethink how we lead
and manage contemporary businesses. Why?
Because businesses everywhere are under pressure
to become more socially and environmentally
conscious, and more ethical to stay relevant to
customers. He provides compelling evidence that
to be successful today, leaders need to be skilled
Emotional Capitalists.
Drawing on data from working with global
businesses from eleven separate countries he
reveals the ten ‘must have’ skills that define how
the best achieve outstanding success, then shows
you brick by brick how to build them.
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THE BUYING BRAIN: HOW TO INCREASE SALES PERFORMANCE WITH EI
4.50PM - 5.30PM
Deiric McCann
Genos International

It’s hard to find a professional salesperson who
hasn’t been trained to within an inch of their lives
on their products’ features, advantages & benefits,
and on the tools and techniques of professional
selling.
 nd still the reality is that research shows
A
that about 20% of all salespeople are ‘bottom
performers’, 60% are ‘average performers’, and just
20% are ‘top performers’ - our ‘sales stars’.
 he difference is not product knowledge or sales
T
technique, but the ability to manage themselves
and relate effectively to others: their Emotional
Intelligence.
 ithout Emotional Intelligence salespeople
W
struggle to establish rapport with prospects
and clients, manage stress effectively, and stay
motivated in tougher times.
I n this interactive session Deiric will talk about the
‘buying brain’ and the part Emotional Intelligence
plays in making salespeople successful – and what
that means for what you need to do to increase the
performance of your sales team.

CLOSE: 5.30PM
DRINKS RECEPTION
5.30pm

Join us for some networking and drinks.
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SPEAKERS
We are delighted to welcome our world leading expert
speakers to the very first EQ Connects Event. Our speakers bring
with them a wealth of knowledge and experience to the event –
Just have a look at their impressive biographies:
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ILARIA BOFFA
Six Seconds

Ilaria has worked for 15 years as Human
Resources Manager in multinational
corporations.
Her passion and expertise in
Performance Management, People
Satisfaction & Development and Ethical
Leadership guided her towards the
world of Emotional Intelligence.

She provides EQ Certifications and
actively works with the Global Office
and European team within Six Seconds
to support and deploy worldwide events
and projects.
Ilaria holds a qualification in Economics,
she is a Viet Tai Chi Instructor and
author of two books of poetry.

After diving into the sea of business
organizations, she consolidated the
profound awareness that a change is
needed and possible and this should
start from Education.
She became EQ Assessors (SEI, VS) and
EQ Educator focusing on training the
trainers (coaches, counselors, teachers,
educators) internationally.
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Conference Chair

CHARLIE CHARLTON
Senior BBC Journalist,
Presenter & Producer

Charlie Charlton is a presenter on
award-winning radio stations across the
country, locally on BBC Newcastle and
nationally on BBC Radio 5Live.
Charlie co-hosted the North East’s
Breakfast Show for almost a decade,
beating all previous audience figures for
this ARIA-nominated Station of the Year.
Since becoming a working mother, she
now presents her own show (Mon-Wed
4pm) which takes a more in-depth and
sideways look at the day’s news.
As well as presenting on BBC Radio
5Live- stepping in for interviewers
like Adrian Chiles and Stephen Nolan,
Charlie’s reported for a number of
network stations. Her interviews have
featured on Panorama and Newsnight.

Charlie is a well-known face, having
presented the television news for BBC
Look North, and doing investigations for
the regional current affairs programme
Inside Out.
As a well-known and respected
personality in the North East of England,
Charlie has featured in a bestselling
book about the region and regularly
hosts events- whether it’s for the BBC
(from Children in Need to Q&As with the
Director-General), or concerts, corporate
events and awards shows.
Charlie is proud to be the Patron of
Changing Lives, a national charity
supporting people who are experiencing
homelessness, addiction or abuse.
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Patrick lives and shares so from his heart.

PATRICK CHRISTOPHER EHLER
Search Inside Yourself
Leadership Institute

Patrick Christopher Ehler was born in
1988 in Germany. After several years of
autodidactism studying core concepts
in life sciences, he took courses in the
ground principles of biochemistry,
physiology, genetics, and immunology
at Harvard Medical School HMX.
He acquired a deeper knowledge of
biochemical constitutions, molecular
biological structures and the core
medical concepts of treatment and
prevention of disease.
Since 2012, Patrick has been working
intensively on recent studies on
epigenetics, microbiology, salutogenesis,
nutritional science and theories of
intuitive nutrition that all together are
the key to a healthy and joyful life.
His work is about improving global health
and global peace through cultivating
intuitive choices. Patrick is the author of
the book Intuition Routine. A holistic life
is the integration of psychological and
physiological factors.

“As we ‘feel well-being’ and are inspired
guided by intuitive choices, whatever we
do becomes sustainable for ourselves
and others. When we understand
what opens us and what closes us we
may see that there are choices which
interact with the way we experience life.
Intuitive living gives the choice to turn
life into a collaborative experience.”
Patrick contributes:

•

As an author at Paracelsus
Naturopathic School publishing
articles regarding holistic health.

•

 s an ambassador for the education
A
alliance for sustainability.

•

 s a counselor at Holistic-HealthA
Ambassadors and Up-Science sharing
ways to integrate holistic living.

•

As a teacher to intuition-wiki to
deepen intuitive choices.

•

As a teacher to the Google born
neuroscience-based emotional
intelligence and mindfulness
program of Siyli.org.

•

 s an ambassador and teacher at the
A
Federal Association for Emotional
Intelligence in Germany.
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for learning and teaching emotional
intelligence, and has helped launch
emotional intelligence programs and
companies in over a dozen countries.

JOSHUA FREEDMAN
CEO,
Six Seconds

Joshua is one of the world’s preeminent
experts on developing emotional
intelligence to improve performance.
With warmth and authenticity, he
translates leading-edge science into
practical, applicable terms that improve
the quality of workplace relationships to
unlock enduring success.
Freedman is one of a handful of experts
in the world with over 20 years of
full-time experience implementing
emotional intelligence. His clients
include FedEx, Intel, Etihad Airways,
Amazon, Microsoft, the UN, all branches
of the US armed services, and numerous
organizations around the globe.

Freedman is author of the international
bestseller, At the Heart of Leadership,
The Vital Organization, as well as
INSIDE CHANGE: Transforming
Your Organization with Emotional
Intelligence plus Whole-Hearted
Parenting and dozens of cases and
articles including The Business Case
for Emotional Intelligence and The
Workplace
Vitality Report. He is coauthor of six
validated psychometric assessments
including the EQ Leadership Report
and the Organizational Vital Signs
climate measure, as well a several books
and training programs including the
Management Foundations and
the pioneering approach to social
emotional learning, Self-Science.
He is also a Master Certified Coach by
the International Coach Federation.
He lives on the Central Coast of
California with his wife and 2 children.
His family loves gardening, keeping
bees, and cooking.

Joshua leads the world’s largest network
of emotional intelligence practitioners
and researchers; Six Seconds has offices
and representatives in 25 countries.
He co-developed Six Seconds’ EQ
Certification Training which he has
delivered on five continents as mastertrainer to thousands of professionals
seeking practical tools
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He created the world’s first, and only,
positive psychology program for actors
- ‘Bulletproof Actor: Unstoppable
Confidence - Infinite Success’.
Course alumni have gone on to star
in major TV shows and even win
Academy awards.

ROSS GRANT
Actor

Each week Ross sits down with the
biggest actors, agents and directors
in the industry, for his #ActOnThisTV
podcast.

Ross Grant is an actor, voiceover artist
and the creator of www.actonthis.tv - the
UK’s largest online professional network
for TV actors.

Each episode is designed to reverse
engineer guests’ successes, in order to
help listeners experience that success
for themselves.

A leading voice on mindset and positive
psychology within the acting industry,
Ross coaches actors on ‘bulletproofing’
their mental-game, in preparation
for high-pressure auditions, and
performances.
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He is registered and accredited with the
British Psychology Society as a Test User:
Occupational Ability and Personality
(Level A and B) and uses a range of
internationally recognised profiling
tools to assess type, trait, behaviour
and emotional intelligence. He is a
Member (Business) of the Association
of Business Psychology and sits on the
North West Committee.

ROBIN HILLS
Director,
Ei4Change

Robin Hills has over 35 years’ business
and commercial experience helping
executives and leaders develop business
performance through increased selfawareness and understanding of others.

His educational programmes on
resilience and emotional intelligence
are used in educational establishments
in South Africa and India and he is
teaching over 35,000 learners in
160 countries.

Robin is Director of Ei4Change –
Emotional Intelligence 4 Change
– a company specialising in training,
coaching and personal development
focused around emotional intelligence,
positive psychology and neuroscience.
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Gary’s experience spans a vast range of
industry sectors including:

•
•
•
GARY HOSEY
Founder
Ei.Company

Gary has a personal passion for serving
people and teams in their pursuit of
high performance and learning and
development and over the past two
decades has delivered high-value
coaching and training programmes
to over 25% of the Times Top 200
organisations internationally.
Gary is a Certified Master Coach
Graduate of Applied Behavioural
Coaching, a Member of the International
Coaching Council and an EQi 2.0 and
EQ 360 Master Trainer. He is accredited
to use EQi Leadership, EQi 2.0 and EQ
360 psychometric tools for enhancing
emotional intelligence development
and has personally carried out over
7,000 1:1 sessions. Consequently, Gary
is considered a leader in the field of
emotional intelligence combined with
behavioural coaching.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aeronautical - Airbus UK
and BAE Systems;
Civil Engineering - Atkins, JDP
Contractors, May Gurney, Seymour
Civil Engineering and Ground Control;
Logistics - G4S, Antalis,
Lloyd Fraser, Wincanton Logistics;
Education - Edinburgh University,
Newcastle University, Herriot Watt,
University of West Scotland;
Engineering - WM Smith,
Cleveland Potash;
Financial - Barclays, Darlington
Building Society, Hymans Robertson,
Ernst & Young;
Manufacturing - 3M, Pride Valley,
Turbocam, Inwido, Unilever, Hitachi
Nuclear - Sellafield, Hertel
Petrochemical & Pharmaceutical
- Exxonmobil, BP, Ciba Chemicals,
Maersk, GlaxoSmithKline, Carl Zeiss
Public - Environment Agency,
Primary Care Trusts, Scottish
Parliament, Surestart
Retail - Asda, Boots,
McDonald’s, Sainsbury’s
Community & Social - Barnardos,
Care for the family, Cleveland County
Social Services
IT & Telecoms - BT Retail, BT Futures,
Cable & Wireless, Symmetry, BluCube

For more information on Ei.Company,
please visit: www.eicompany.co
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Julian Fellowes. His role as Thomas
Barrow formed part of the SAG awardwinning ensemble cast who appeared
from the start to the end of the series.
Robert has also starred in THE RITUAL
alongside Rafe Spall, the film debuted at
the Toronto International Film Festival.

ROBERT JAMES-COLLIER
Actor

Robert James-Collier starred in the
internationally acclaimed, multi-award
winning television series DOWNTON
ABBEY (ITV), created and written by

Other notable work includes ITV crime
drama THE LEVEL in which he appeared
alongside Lindsey Coulson and Noel
Clarke. He is also known for his work on
CORONATION STREET. Robert has just
finished filming six part Psychological
thriller WE HUNT TOGETHER which will
be on screen in 2020.

Marilynn is an accomplished coach,
consultant and educator with over
30 years of experience in learning
and emotional intelligence. Her work
supports transformational change
through increased self-awareness,
enhanced ability to make powerful
choices and the development of a
purpose-driven future.

MARILYNN JORGENSEN MCC
Master Trainer / ICF Coach
Six Seconds

A Master Trainer and Coach for the
Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence
Network, Marilynn works in business,
healthcare, and education to promote
effective EQ development programs.
Marilynn delivers Certification
programs around the globe, and
leads the development of Six Seconds’
coaching programs.
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something. Getting to the nub of what
individuals, including managers and
leaders need to focus on to create a
step-change. The starting point is often
to diagnose in order to create powerful
context & then co-create programmes to
support the change through interactive
workshops, facilitation, team & individual
coaching.

MARINA LUMLEY

Founding Partner,
The EQ Partnership /
Greengrass Consulting
Marina’s passion & expertise in
behavioural change inspires individuals,
teams and organisations to get curious,
get to the heart of the matter, & DO

Marina specialises in Team & Executive
Coaching, Leadership Development and
in particular working with emotional
intelligence at an individual and
group-level, to enable change. Marina
is currently completing her masters in
coaching and behaviour change and will
be presenting finding from her research
on enabling greater team performance
by developing the emotional
intelligence team.
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DEIRIC MCCANN

Head of International,
Genos International
Deiric McCann is Head of International
for Genos International, a world-leading
provider of Emotional Intelligence
assessments and development
offerings. He is responsible for
1,200 partners worldwide. He has
an impressive corporate executive
background with more than 25 years’
experience working with multinational
clients worldwide to help them to
get the very best from every person
in their organisations. Deiric spent 18
years as a senior executive with Profiles
International, a division of John Wiley
& Sons, culminating in a position as
Executive Vice President, International
- with responsibility for global sales
operations worldwide.

Investment – something he speaks
upon regularly around the world. An
accredited and experienced teacher
of the Search Inside Yourself Mindful
Leadership Program developed by
Google, Deiric has delivered this public
program worldwide to extremely
positive reviews.
Deiric combines the problem-solving
mindset of an engineer with the
credibility of a deeply experienced
businessperson and the ability to
speak passionately on mindfulness and
emotional intelligence – bringing the
subject to life through his storytelling
and highly interactive style of
presentation.

Author of Leadership Charisma and
several other books that emphasise
the critical role of engaging people to
achieve business success, his particular
expertise is in helping clients and
partners implement EI based solutions
that deliver measurable Return on
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MARTYN NEWMAN
Founder,
RocheMartin

Martyn Newman, PhD., D.Psych., is
the author of the best-selling book
‘Emotional Capitalists - The Ultimate
Guide to Developing Emotional
Intelligence for Leaders’ and more
recently ‘The Mindfulness Book’ as
well as the Emotional Capital Report
(ECR), the international benchmark for
measuring emotional intelligence and
leadership performance. He has held
academic posts as Senior Lecturer at
the University of East London and the
School of Psychology at ACU National.
He is also an Instructor in Mindfulness
on the MBA program, Sydney University.
Martyn’s advice has been sought
at the highest levels of leadership
worldwide, including the European
Union, Citi Bank, Deloitte, ExxonMobil,
Sky, Mars, Oracle, Quiksilver, Royal
Bank of Scotland, British Airways and
many other corporate and educational
organisations.

“Experiencing emotional intelligence
with Martyn Newman is a masterclass
in understanding how to realise our
own true potential. The man is an
EQ Genius!”
Karen Brice, Leadership & Culture Grant
Thornton LLP
“Martyn Newman is an inspiring
authority on emotional intelligence,
mindfulness and leadership… His
book, ‘Emotional Capitalists’ and the
Emotional Capital Report (ECR) have
proven to be powerful tools in Sky’s
ongoing mission to enhance leadership
performance throughout our business.
Personally, I am delighted to say
this continues to be one of the most
acclaimed and effective leadership
programmes at Sky to-date.”
Ralph Tribe, Director for People at Sky
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 aria is an accredited ACC/ICF Coach,
M
certified Systemic Business Coach,
NeuroLeadership Coach, certified
EQ Coach and EQ Practitioner. She
holds a master’s degree in tourism
management and leisure-time
economics and was for several years
in managerial positions in the field of
Marketing and Product Management.

MARIA OLSSON
Coach,
Six Seconds

18 months and is responsible for many
of the improvements we have seen in
that time, resulting in winning 6 external
CX awards in 2018 and 2019, recognising
our excellence in CX from Temkin Group,
Medallia, UK Complaints Handling (UK),
CRC Gold awards (Spain) and
Relationship Client Management
(2 times - France).

JOHN PATTERSON

VP, Customer Experience,
Sage
JP is Sage’s VP Customer Experience,
responsible for CX strategy for all
regions in which Sage operates. JP
joined Sage as Head of CX for the UKI,
moving into a global role after just

JP brings with him a wealth of
experience as a CX lead, having
previously worked in the CX or Services
space for numerous companies,
including Virgin Media, EE and Liberty
Global where he won multiple awards
including the UK Customer Experience
awards and European Customer
Experience awards.
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Katharine Roff is the founder and
director of Act Postive, supporting
people performance and culture
change with an emphasis on emotional
intelligence and bridging the gap
between thinking and doing. She
responds to business needs with
compassion, creativity and an exacting
sense of what is required to make great
change happen for good.

KATHARINE ROFF
Founder, Act Postive

Regional Network Director
for Europe, Six Seconds

Katharine recently joined the team at
Six Seconds as the Regional Network
Director for Europe. In her role she
supports organisations, teams and
individuals to develop themselves and
others in Emotional Intelligence.
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and mental toughness programmes
in schools, framework redesign for
primary and secondary schools, as well
as strengths-based coaching using the
VIA instrument.

GILDA SCARFE

CEO & Founder,
Positive Action UK
Gilda Scarfe is the CEO and Founder
of Positive Action UK, a leading and
innovative educational consultancy
using research to develop, implement
and evaluate mental toughness,
wellbeing and 21st century skills
programmes in schools. With an
educational background in education,
law and positive psychology and
over 15 years facilitating in business
performance and education contexts,
Gilda specialises in creating curriculums
that are evidence based, meaningful,
make a powerful impression and
have a long lasting effect. An expert
in helping young people understand
and effectively play to their character
strengths.
She has worked with teams across
the private and state funded schools
to promote and imbed positive
psychology interventions as a whole
school approach. Her work has included
strategic planning for designing,
delivering and implementing wellbeing

She has been responsible for the
organisation and implementation of the
Positive Psychology/Education strategy
at several grammar schools in the UK,
Singapore, UAE and Thailand and has
supported the strategic direction and
implementation of Illuminate Education
a non-profit organisation promoting
Positive Education initiatives.
Gilda is currently a Global Ambassador
for IPEN (International Positive
Education Network), member of IPPA
(International Positive Psychology
Association) and elect member by
Rt Honorable Lord Pickles of the
Parliamentary Review.
Her dream is for every school in the
UK to fully and seamlessly incorporate
positive education into their curriculum
and application for students, families,
and staff. Passionate about improving
wellbeing and mental toughness in
education through innovative yet
simple and clear interventions, Gilda is
always keen to bridge the gap between
academics and practitioners in making
a practical and powerful impact to the
world of education.
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So after a period of self-reflection, she
started to complete the ‘bucket’ list that
they had always hoped to complete
together. Traveling the world, meeting
incredible people doing extraordinary
acts of kindness.

NAHLA SUMMERS

Transformative Coach,
Nahla Summers Coaching
Nahlas’ story could be anyone’s,
however, it isn’t the trauma of her story
that makes her so unique but what she
did to change her life afterward. An
inspiration that she passes onto anyone
she meets.
Nahla was 14 years into her corporate
career, driven and working an average
of 7-7 day. She met her partner through
work and fell in love. It was a love based
on friendship and they, as he often
described, were ‘soulmates’.
When her soulmate called and said
he thought he was having a heart
attack and he would call her back in 10
minutes, she didn’t expect he would
never call again and that would, in
fact, be the last conversation he would
ever have. From that moment, her life
changed forever.
It was a moment of kindness on the
beach near their home in her early
weeks of grief, that inspired a life led
towards helping others.

Her beloved grandfather then passed
away and from that moment, it was
time for her to tell her story of how the
end of life can also be the beginning of
life. She wrote ’44 Rays of Sunshine’ and
it quickly won the honorable mention
for the most inspirational book; in the
writers’ digest awards.
In 44 Rays of Sunshine, it gives the
reader an enlightened perspective to
life, ‘a book that I will reference back
to’ was one reader’s comments. Those
who meet her often refer to her story as
inspirational as she traveled the world,
became a foster carer and set up the
‘kindness movement’ called Sunshine
People in the wake of her grief.
Her ability to connect to all ages
through her empathetic and nonjudgemental approach is one to be
admired but expected when you hear
her story.
She writes for various publications
about emotional intelligence and
coaching advice. The stories of her
travels are inspirational and can be
found in various blogs.
She is a qualified Professional Coach as
recognised by the ICF and is also an NLP
Master Coach.
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RUTH WHITESIDE

Director,
Coaching Solutions for Schools
A teacher for twenty years, including
twelve in a senior leadership role.
I recently left teaching to concentrate
on my passion for developing teachers
through coaching and mentoring
with a focus on building resilience
and exploring the power of emotional
intelligence.

 y experience working in a school
M
with provision for children dealing with
Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties,
was instrumental in furthering my
knowledge and understanding of how
and why children behave as they do –
including those children who display
violent behaviour. For these children,
in particular, resilience and emotional
intelligence are key to developing a
greater understanding of self and others
and provide alternative ways of thinking.
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LARA WILLIAMS
Co-Founder,
Momentum4

Lara is a Co-Founder of Momentum4, is
a people performance L&D Consultant
and Executive Coach with over 16 years
of experience in private and public
sector companies.
Whether working with a team or
an individual, Lara has a style that
challenges current values, beliefs,
emotions and behaviours, to establish
what is realistic and truly effective. She
encourages and supports her clients
to achieve the results that they want
to, ensuring that work and life keep
in balance. Through listening and
effective tools Lara is able to achieve
sustainable results. She does this with
enthused energy, rapport, a sense of
fun that always takes place in a safe and
professional working environment.
A mother of two daughters, Lara is
passionate about gender equality,
fairness and inclusion in the workplace.
She believes that with a balanced,
diverse leadership team, businesses will
be more successful.

With a passion for sport and the
outdoors, Lara is a keen triathlete,
runner and cyclist and has competed
successfully for a number of years and
finally achieving her first Ironman in
2016. She translates her drive and focus
from sport into effective learning and
development initiatives with a key focus
on performance and outcomes. Lara’s
latest challenge for 2019 is racing across
the Mediterranean Ocean, rowing in a
team of 5.
Lara began her career working in Sales
& Marketing for Fujitsu ICL and went on
to work for Centura Software, GE Capital
IT Solutions and International Business
Conferencing (IBC Events) where she
was responsible for national and global
projects. She then moved into Learning
& Development where she worked as a
Sales Manager for Chameleon Training
& Consulting and then as a Senior
Consultant for Q.Learning.
She has a diverse client base and has
worked with CEO’s and Leadership
teams across the private and public
sectors to include PWC, HBOS, Roche,
Eaton, McCarthy & Stone, The United
Nations, Baker McKenzie, CBRE, P&G,
Waitrose, Stantec, Costain, NHS and
Local & Central Government.
Favourite quote:
“You must be the change you wish to
see in the world”
Mahatma Gandhi
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SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
ACT POSITIVE
EVENT DELIVERY PARTNER
0800 086 8648
info@actpositive.co.uk
www.actpositive.co.uk

Act Positive is an established, award-winning company helping people to think,
feel and act intentionally. Our brand is known for innovative and engaging drama
based solutions to inspire, activate and sustain behaviour change. Our business is
to support clients with their people performance and work as a learning partner to
change organisational climate and culture for good. Our mission is to bridge the
gap between thinking and doing; our vision is to enable and sustain positive work
environments where people want to stay and actively contribute, intentionally.

the skills of emotional intelligence (EQ).
So, we research and share scientific,
global, transformational tools &
methods to support that goal.

SIX SECONDS
PARTNER SPONSOR
Katharine Roff,
Regional Network Director, Europe
07976535864
katharine.roff@6seconds.org
www.6seconds.org
Six Seconds was founded in 1997 as
a non-profit organisation dedicated
to supporting people to create
positive change.
We think the world would be a better
place if a billion people were practicing

With offices and representatives in
25 countries and members in
174 countries, our community extends
the globe. From schools where
children love to learn, to corporations
where people thrive, to programmes 
rebuilding lives, Six Seconds’ solutions
are life-changing – and empower
people to take ownership of a
positive future.
We’re ICF and SHRM accredited and
a United Nations SDG Action Partner
supporting wellbeing in organisations
around the world.
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EI.COMPANY
GOLD SPONSOR
Gary Hosey,
Founder
01325 789464
hello@eicompany.co
www.eicompany.co
Emotional intelligence is what makes the difference between doing well, and
really knocking it out of the park. Established in 2003, Ei. Company remains
at the forefront of emotional intelligence training helping leaders, coaches
and consultants across the globe to lead their people and their businesses to
outstanding performance and success.
Our aim is to help you to develop your own EI, allowing you to improve
relationships in both a personal and professional setting. Using the worldrenowned EQ-i 2.0 and EQ360 assessment method and qualification,
we can teach you the skills to excel in life.
Visit us in the immersive area too:
Enhance Self-Awareness with EQ-i 2.0
Makes sure you take some time for this interactive opportunity. You will
have the chance to estimate how you rate your emotional intelligence based
on the world renowned EQ-i 2.0 model. You’ll expand your knowledge
and understanding of EI and its five core principles – self-perception, selfexpression, interpersonal, decision making and stress management.
Our EQ-i 2.0 trainers and coaches will be available for your own mini 1:1, to
enhance your own self-awareness by focusing on a specific area to learn more.
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GENOS INTERNATIONAL
GOLD SPONSOR
Aoife Gorey,
Director Marketing & Partnerships
+353 12548853
eu@genosinternational.com
www.genosemotionalintelligence.com
Game Changing for Business, Life Changing for People
 enos International helps organisations apply core emotional intelligence
G
skills that enhance their self-awareness, empathy, leadership, resilience,
and mindfulness. In our world of ‘do more with less’, applying a mindful and
emotionally intelligent approach is fundamental to success.
 enos was formed in 2002 in Swinburne University by Dr Ben Palmer. Having
G
accredited more than 7500 Certified Emotional Intelligence Practitioners
worldwide, Genos has grown into one of the world’s most influential Emotional
Intelligence suppliers. Approved by Daniel Goleman’s Consortium for Research
on Emotional Intelligence in Organisations (CREIO), awarded Top 20 Assessment
Company by TrainingIndustry.com the last two successive years, and an accredited
Business Solutions Partner of the International Coach Federation, the effectiveness
of all of our assessments and offerings have been verified by a wide range of peerreviewed case studies. Our partners offer Genos assessments and development
programs in 17 languages into clients in Europe, North America, Africa, Middle
East, South America, India, China, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand. Our
network is committed to creating more emotionally intelligent workplaces around
the world.
Systems have been translated into more than 25 different languages.
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Recognised internationally as
specialists in emotional intelligence,
Ei4Change tailors blended learning
through workshops and coaching with
online courses.

Ei4CHANGE
SILVER SPONSOR
Robin Hills, Director
0161 244 8884
Robin@ei4change.com
www.ei4change.com
Ei4Change – Emotional Intelligence
4 Change – is a highly specialised
training, personal development and
coaching company with expertise
in emotional intelligence, positive
psychology and neuroscience.

CXY
ASSOCIATE SPONSOR
Rachel Jones, Commercial Director
07711106855
letstalk@getcxy.com
www.thecxyway.com

 i4Change works at all levels within
E
organisations to align people with
strategy enhancing interpersonal
and intrapersonal skills leading to
performance improvement. These
benefits are experienced inside and
outside of work.
What We Do:
Ei4Change – Emotional Intelligence
4 Change – develops emotional
intelligence to help companies get
alignment and more rewarding
engagement from their people. We
are not limited to one way of thinking,
which empowers us to apply emotional
intelligence in broader contexts, sharing
ideas and best practice that really work.

We help you grow your business and
win more customers through really
understanding your customers and
connecting with them on an emotional
level.
Let’s transform your business through
truly innovative and creative customer
experience (CX) consulting, keynotes,
workshops and events.
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strategies and priorities to life across
large populations.

BIGPICTURE LEARNING LTD
Craig Smith
0191 2696979
info@bigpicture-learning.com
www.bigpicture-learning.com
We create award-winning, visual
communication systems that share the
big picture of your organisation
We work with senior leaders and
organisational specialists to help them
share their organisation’s big picture.
Whether the goal is to communicate
an organisational or functional story, we
bring our clients’ visions, values, goals,

Our ‘Learning Map System’ is an
award-winning approach that engages
people in meaningful discussions
about the direction of the organisation.
By visualising core messages, the
organisational landscape, key
challenges and opportunities and
bringing it all to life with compelling
narrative and dialogue, our Learning
Map System creates ‘lightbulb
moments’ of realisation for employees.
We have helped hundreds of
organisations to put over half a million
employees in the picture, across
six continents and in more than 50
countries. Our Learning Map Systems
have been translated into more than
25 different languages.
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PSI TALENT MANAGEMENT

THE EQ PRACTICE

Catherine Chapman
01763 257100
07387 418731
catherine.chapman@psionline.com
www.psionline.com

Marina Lumley, Founding Partner
07879 412 541
marina@TheEQPractice.com
www.TheEQPractice.com

We are PSI, your leading workforce
solutions provider. For over 70 years,
PSI has been providing Assessment
and Talent Management solutions to
a range of private and public sector
organisations. We have acquired
leading technology, content and
consulting companies both in the
US and internationally, as part of
our ambitious growth plans to offer
clients the ultimate combination in
emerging technologies, world-class
content and consulting expertise.
We now work with over 2,000 experts
in 160 countries and we deliver over
15 million tests & assessments per
year globally.

At The EQ Practice, we work in
partnership with L&D, HR and other
change enablers in companies
to design and deliver impactful
emotional intelligence programmes
and experiences. Our focus is on
helping individuals and teams tap
into their emotional intelligence
competencies and talents, learn how
to realise their full potential, and
grow through daily practice.
When you put emotional intelligence
into action, you create a measurable
and positive impact on both business
performance and employee
satisfaction.Ultimately, as an EQ
focused organisation you will enable
your current and future leaders to
workwith purpose, empathy, and the
ability to make phenomenal choices.
The EQ Practice is a Preferred Partner
of Six Seconds. The EQ Practice is
the Emotional Intelligence brand
of The Greengrass Partnership
Ltd which specialises in enabling
high performance teams and
organisational cultures.
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ORGANISATIONAL SOUL / TRUST
STYLE INVENTORY
Yvette Bethel
P.O. Box N-511, Nassau, Bahamas
info@orgsoul.com
www.orgsoul.com
Every organization has a soul.
Together, employees are their
company’s soul exhibiting its
characteristics through cultural
norms, social systems, and structures.
When the soul of an organization
is healthy, it is a dynamic, vibrant,
evolving and empowered entity.
Employees are engaged, productive
and inspired. As with individual team
members, the soul of an organization
longs to tap into and remain
connected with its true brilliance.

As a strategic advisor, award
winning author, speaker, cultural
transformation specialist and CEO
of Organizational Soul, Yvette Bethel
understands the people side of
organizations. Yvette is a Fulbright
Scholar who brings more than 35
years of corporate, government
and non-profit experience, to her
clients. She is a Six Seconds Preferred
Partner and author of two emotional
intelligence books: E.Q. Librium and
the award winning Getting to E.Q.
Librium activity book. Her insights,
ability to connect the dots, and
willingness to be authentic in difficult
conversations, bring lasting value to
her client base.
Yvette’s recently released, multiple
award-winning and Amazon Best
Selling book, Interconnectivity, Flow
and Balance (IFB) provides fresh
perspectives on how to address
persistent organizational challenges
by building trust and learning how to
transform organizational ecosystems.
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THINK FEEL DO
Thank you for attending EQ Connects. What will you do differently?
Try swapping thoughts, feelings and actions to achieve new outcomes.

SITUATION
What would I like to change?

HOW AM I CURRENTLY THINKING?
How could I choose to think?
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WHAT AM I FEELING?
What other feelings might help?

WHAT AM I DOING?
What could I do instead?
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GOLD SPONSOR

HOW DO YOU SHOW UP?
Genos International is unique in that we measure your
Demonstrated Emotional Intelligence

At Genos International, helping people understand and develop EI is what we do.
We help teams and individuals improve their impact, relationships, resilience and leadership.
We’re committed to creating more emotionally intelligence workplaces worldwide.

ACCESS A RANGE OF
ACTIONABLE SOLUTIONS
• Suite of EI assessments for hiring,
sales, individual/leader development
• Designed speciﬁcally for application
in the workplace
• Measure ROI and impact with
before/after measures
• Assessments are complemented
with Development Workbooks

EXPERIENCE ONE OF OUR
IMPACTFUL PROGRAMS
• The Emotionally Intelligent
Salesperson
• Building Resilience with
Emotional Intelligence
• Increasing Engagement with
Emotional Intelligence
• Mindful Emotional Intelligence
• The Emotionally Intelligent Leader

Join us for a keynote from the mainstage - Deiric McCann on
The Buying Brain: How to increase sales performance with EI @ 4:40pm.
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